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Fibracolour

Creativity is the tool,
Fibracolour E-Z is the material.
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Fibracolour

→
Fibracolour Black E-Z

Creativity
is inside

you

Interior spaces are those which are most intimately related to people; these are 
the places that welcome us, where life occurs with all its richness and variety 
of use. That is why interior design always goes hand in hand with creativity: 
because of its capacity to nuance spaces, to make them fit the uses and 
functions they are assigned, to give them personality and identity.

Every space, be it diaphanous or complex, bright or with controlled light, for 
work or for play, domestic or public, every space, every place, has an idea 
behind it: your idea. Creativity is the tool you use every day, and Fibracolour E-Z 
the material that helps your ideas become real.
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Fibracolour

Creativity

The impulse to create is one of the things that make us human. 
We can build what we need and imagine, from something 

that emerged from a first idea. Creativity is a two-way path, of 
progress and setbacks, of ups and downs. 

The essential, when the time comes, is to have the right 
materials to make our ideas come true.

→
Fibracolour Black E-Z
Fibracolour Red E-Z
Fibracolour Blue E-Z
Fibracolour Yellow E-Z 





Colour

→
1. Fibracolour Black E-Z
2. Fibracolour Yellow E-Z
3. Fibracolour Blue E-Z
4. Fibracolour Red E-Z
5. Fibracolour Gray E-Z
6. Fibracolour Anthracite E-Z

Colour is one of the primary tools for shading and defining the 
character of an interior space. From sophisticated, neutral and 

elegant spaces to warm, vivid and full of character interiors, colour 
conditions our perception and gives every place a unique identity. 

The Fibracolour E-Z range of decorative panels (MDF), completely 
coloured, offers a broad variety of colours to define the 

chromatic character of an interior space using the product's 
surfaces and edges.
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Flexibility

By definition, creativity must be free. Without fixed rules or 
dogmas. In addition, our current times call for systems that 
enable variety, combinations, and flexibility. The scalable is 

more in demand than the predefined, the adaptable than the 
rigid, the customised than the standard. The Fibracolour E-Z 

Range, combined with other FINSA ranges and the application 
of different finishes, offers a very wide catalogue of decorative 

solutions to satisfy the requirements of any interior space.

→ 
Simulations carried out with 
Fibracolour E-Z supports combined 
with designs from the DUO Range 
and Studio Natur Range.8
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Interior space

→
Fibracolour Gray E-Z and
Fibracolour Yellow E-Z with 
Alba OakVeneer

Interior design can activate all of our senses and make us 
feel comfortable in our own houses, productive in our 

working spaces, or happy when we are having fun: 
a different interior for every situation. 

This is why every space, every interior calls for specific 
solutions for unique demands. The wide range of Fibracolour 
E-Z boards and panels allow you to find the ideal solution to 

the demands of all interior design projects.
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Fibracolour

→
Simulations carried out with 
Fibracolour E-Z supports combined 
with designs from the DUO Range

Fibracolour E-Z + DUO Range

The decorative possibilities of the Fibracolour E-Z Range 
increase almost unlimitedly when used in coordination with the 
DUO Range of FINSA melamines. The rich catalogue of designs, 

colours and textures —from rustic woods to elegant and 
sophisticated solutions—, combined with the panels' coloured 
edges, offers a new decorative dimension full of originality and 

differentiation.





Fibracolour E-Z + Studio Natur

→
Simulations carried out with 
Fibracolour Black E-Z supports 
combined with designs from 
the Studio Natur Range.

The idea of comfort and wellbeing that we associate with an 
interior space is often related to the use of wood. Its sensory 

characteristics, both visual and tactile, and even its sound and 
aroma, transcend the enumeration of simple list of attributes 

and we feel them as part of a way and culture of living. 
The Studio Natur Range of wooden veneer from FINSA, with 

its large catalogue of available woods, in combination with the 
Fibracolour E-Z Range, allows us to add the warmth, elegance 

and sophistication of wood to any interior space.
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Fibracolour E-Z TEX

→ 
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Prisma
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Cement 
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Mojave 
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Trama
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Blocks
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Fuji
Fibracolour Black E-Z TEX Veta 

The effect of light on the surfaces we inhabit is what defines 
the character of a wall, or the presence of a volume. Textures 
are not only touched, they are seen. Fibracolour E-Z TEX is the 
natural evolution of FINSA decorative panels. The application 
of relief textures to one of the Fibracolour E-Z panel surfaces 

enables the use of a broad and novel set of decorative 
solutions. Combined with surface treatments, such as lacquer, 
varnish and sandpaper, it increases its versatility and capacity 

for customisation. 
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Finishes

Nowadays, interior design and ephemeral architecture have to 
answer to increasingly complex demands and requirements. 
Novel demands are now being added to the usual decorative 
requirements, such as labelling, signalling or printing applied 
directly over construction surfaces and with no later addons. 
Fibracolour E-Z allows multiple finishes on its surface: digital 

printing, lacquer, varnishes or pantograph. Over the Twincolour 
E-Z panel, in addition, the pantograph technique can reveal the 

soul colour of the panel itself.

→
Greenpanel Black E-Z 3 mm
Twincolour Yellow E-Z
Fibracolour Yellow E-Z

Finishes:
Pantograph
Mate varnish
Digital printing
Shiny lacquer18
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

The Fibracolour E-Z Range from FINSA consists of 
decorative wood fibre panels (MDF), completely 
coloured. This proposal includes Fibracolour Black and 
Gray E-Z, and the latest launches in Yellow, Blue, Red 
and Anthracite E-Z. Fibracolour E-Z offers possibilities 
in the field of decoration and interior design, opening 
the door to a wide variety of aesthetic effects and to 
the application of innovative finishes, such as lacquers, 

Product
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK IGN E-Z
FIBRACOLOUR ANTHRACITE E-Z
FIBRACOLOUR GRAY E-Z
FIBRACOLOUR RED E-Z 
FIBRACOLOUR BLUE E-Z
FIBRACOLOUR YELLOW E-Z

Available from one panel. Contact our sales network for more information

Dimensions (mm)
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100

Thickness (mm)
10, 16, 19, 25, 30
19
10, 19, 25
10, 19, 25
10, 19, 25
10, 19, 25
10, 19, 25

Range

waxes, varnishes, pantograph techniques, digital printing 
or the application of surface textures. Fibracolour E-Z 
can also be covered with a natural or melamine veneer, 
creating an attractive contrast between the product's 
surface and coloured edges. Our Fibracolour supports 
are of E-Z quality. This property means the panels contain 
a very low level of formaldehyde.

Colours

Fibracolour E-Z

The combination of Fibracolour E-Z with the large Duo 
Range of FINSA melamines will help you to face the 
challenge of expressing the character of any interior 
space. The possibilities for customisation are almost 
unlimited, due to the combination of the coloured edges 
of the product and the wide array of available melamines 
for surfaces, from rustic wood designs to elegant and 
sophisticated structures. An extensive range of colours, 

Available from one panel. Contact our sales network for more information

from the more neutral to the more vivid and intense, plus 
a large number of abstract designs inspired by textile and 
metallised materials, hydraulic mosaics, or surfaces such 
as cement or marble.

Fibracolour E-Z + DUO Range

Dimensions (mm)
2850 × 2100

Thickness (mm)
10, 19, 25

Range

Product
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z PLAST
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Fibracolour E-Z TEX is a new range of decorative panels 
developed from Fibracolour E-Z by applying different relief 
textures to the surface. This feature boosts its decorative 
qualities, and when combined with lacquers or varnishes, 
the possibilities for customisation are unlimited. 
Fibracolour E-Z TEX enriches the material and sensory 
characteristics of any interior space through a varied offer 
of relief surfaces.

Available from one panel. Contact our sales network for more information

The different textures and linear, geometrical or fantasy 
shapes offer great versatility to adapt to different spaces 
or decorative applications. All panels synchronise the 
reproduction of textures throughout the whole surface, 
facilitating cutting, mechanisation or panellisation in 
different applications.

Fibracolour E-Z TEX

Product
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX PRISMA
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX CEMENT 
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX MOJAVE 
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX TRAMA 
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX BLOCKS 
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX FUJI
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z TEX VETA 
FIBRACOLOUR GRAY E-Z TEX CEMENT 

Dimensions (mm)
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045
2800 × 1045

Thickness (mm)
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Range

Textures

Available from two panels. Contact our sales network for more information

The Fibracolour E-Z Range of decorative panels can be 
combined with the Studio Natur Range of FINSA natural 
wood veneer, combining the versatility, flexibility and 
functionality of industrial materials with the natural look 
and elegance of wood. The combination of Fibracolour 
Black E-Z with natural wood veneer provides great 
versatility for the configuration of warm and sophisticated 
interior spaces.

Fibracolour E-Z + Studio Natur

Dimensions (mm)
3050 × 1220

Thickness (mm)
13, 19

Range

Product
FIBRACOLOUR BLACK E-Z NATUR
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Twincolour E-Z is a MDF wood fibre board composed 
of two Fibracolour Black E-Z layers of 3 mm thickness 
in the exterior faces, and an interior 10 mm board from 
the Fibracolour E-Z Range. Its physical characteristics 
make Twincolour E-Z an ideal board for original and 
unconventional decorative solutions, such as pantograph 
techniques or making grooves in the exterior faces of 
the panel to highlight the interior, composed of some of 

Greenpanel Black E-Z is an innovative ultralight panel, 
manufactured with Fibracolour Black E-Z, that has been 
developed for applications that require the unique 
combination of low weight and high resistance. The 
Greenpanel panel is manufactured with low board 
thickness Fibracolour Black E-Z board faces and an 
interior organised into cells. The non-covered edge gives 
it great aesthetic personality for its use in interior design. 

the Fibracolour E-Z Range coloured panels. Fibracolour 
Twincolour E-Z is a product made from non-toxic, water-
based pigments and low emissions of formaldehyde 
(E1 classification), which guarantees a perfect and 
safe coexistence with the environment and is an ideal 
alternative for use in closed spaces.

Its thickness and high dimensional stability make it ideal 
for use and application in furniture, shelving, mobile 
panels, floating ceilings, stands, exhibits and ephemeral 
architecture.

Twincolour E-Z

Greenpanel Black E-Z

Dimensions (mm)
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100
2850 × 2100

Thickness (mm)
16
16
16
16
16

Range

Product
TWINCOLOUR YELLOW E-Z
TWINCOLOUR GRAY E-Z
TWINCOLOUR RED E-Z
TWINCOLOUR BLUE E-Z
TWINCOLOUR ANTHRACITE E-Z

Available from one panel. Contact our sales network for more information

Available from one panel. Contact our sales network for more information

Dimensions (mm)
2850 × 2100

Thickness (mm)
38

Range

Product
GREENPANEL BLACK E-Z 3 MM

Due to the continuous development of the product and the regulations that govern its production, some 
parameters may be altered. For more information, or to download the full technical sheets, visit our 
website at www.finsa.com
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Applications
The Fibracolour E-Z Range of products is 
ideal for the following applications:

Commercial spaces
Showcases, counters and displays

Technical solutions 
Manufacturing of acoustic elements and 
moulding, bas-relief effects, product design

Design
Excellent performance as a support for digital 
technology printing. Application of original 
and innovative finishes based on lacquers or 
varnishes or surface pantograph techniques.

Ephemeral architecture
Stands and exhibit supports

Interior design 
Panels, partitions and decorative covers
 
Furniture 
Home, auxiliary, office and children furniture
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The Fibracolour Playground sample collection allows you 
to stimulate your creativity, experiment, and appreciate 

the physical characteristics of Fibracolour E-Z panels and 
their possible combinations. Develop your own Fibracolour 
E-Z creation and share it on social media with the hashtag 

#FibracolourChallenge

www.finsa.es

#FibracolourChallenge
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